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 వ్యోమ పరీక్షలు ఎందుకు రాయాలి? 

• APPSC పరీక్షల స్థా యిలో చాపటర్ వథరీగథ టెస్టట  సిరీస్ట మరియు మాక్ టెస్టట్ ప ై దృష్ిట  
స్థరిించే ఏక ైక సింసా 

• సిలబస్ట ను శథస్ర ీయింగథ చినన చినన భాగథలుగథ విభజించి చాపటర్ వ ైస్ట టెస్టట్ 
రూప ింద ించాిం, మీరు APPSC పరీక్ష రథసే సమయానికి మీకు సలిబస్ట దాదాపు 
15 స్థరుు  పునఃశ్ఛరణ అవుత ింద  

• అత ుననతమ ైన విషయ నిపుణలచే తయారు చసేిన పరీక్షలు 
• మా టెస్టట  సిరీస్ట లో 60%-70% విశలుషణాతమక పరశ్నలు ఉింటాయి ఇవి మీ స్థా యిని 

పరీక్షించవే,ే కథవున మీరు APPSC నిరవహ ించే పరీక్షను సులభింగథ 
రథయగలుగుతారు 

• మా ఒకక పరశ్న 3 నుిండష 5 చినన పరశ్నలకు సమానిం 
• పరతి టెస్టట  నుిండష ఇింకో టెస్టట  కు వ ళ్లు కొద ి  మీ ఆతమ విశథవసిం ప రుగుత ింద  
• మా ఆన్ ల నై్ పరీక్ష పూరిర అవగథనే మీకు జవథబులు వివరణాతమక మరియు 

విశలుషణాతమక రూపింలో లభిస్థర యి 

• మా పరీక్షలు రథయడిం వలన మీకు రథషట ర స్థా యి, జోనల్ వథరీగథ రథుింక్్ లభిస్థర యి, 

మీకు మించి రథుింక్్ రథవడిం వలు  మీ ఆతమ విశథవసిం ప రుగుత ింద  
• పరీక్ష ముగిసని తరథవత మీకు సబజక్ట్ ప ై పటటట  మరియు ఎకకడ తపుు చేసుర నానరో 

తెలుసుకోవచ్ుు 
• మా పరీక్షలు రథయడిం వలన మీకు టెైిం మేనేజ మింట్ ఎలా చేసుకోవథలో కూడా 

తెలుసుర ింద  
• మా టెస్టట  సిరీస్ట రథయడిం వలన మీకు APPSC నిరవహ ించే పరీక్షలో మీ మారుకలు 

ప ించ్డానికి సహాయపడుత ిందని మేము ఖచిుతింగథ భావిసుర నానము. 
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Q) Recently, the cerntral gvernment has 

announced a new coin with which of the 

denomination in 12-edged polygon 

shape?(ఇటీవలే, కేంద్ర ద్రభుత్వ ేం 12 

అేంచులు కలిగిన బహుభుజి ఆకారేంలో 

ఉనన  నాణేం విడురల చేసేంది. ఈ 

నాణేం విలువ ఎేంత్?) 

A. 2 

B. 10 

C. 5 

D. 20 

Answer: Option D 

Explanation: 

The Centre has announced a new Rs 20 coin 

which will come in 12-edged polygon 

(dodecagon) shape. The government is also 

planning to release new coins of Re 1, Rs 2, 

Rs 5 and Rs 10. However, the govt has not 

announced the exact date for the issuance of 

these new series coins. The Finance Ministry 

stated that the new Rs 20 coin will be made 

in copper, zinc and nickel. It will be 27mm 

(millimeters) and weigh 8.54 grams. The Lion 

Capitol symbol of Ashoka Pillar with the 

legend "Satyamev Jayate" below it will be 

inscribed on its front side. The words 

"Bharat" in Hindi and "INDIA" in English will 

be there on the right and left-hand side of 

the symbol respectively. 

Q) Recently, Kummanam Rajasekharan has 

step down from his position. He was the 

Governor of;(ఇటీవల, Kummanam 

Rajasekharan ఈ ద్రేంది వానిలో ఏ రాష్ట్రేం 

యొకక  గవరన ర్ రరవి నేంచి 

వైదొలిగారు?) 

A. Mizoram 

B. Assam 

C. Manipur 

D. Nagaland 

Answer: Option A 

Explanation: 

Mizoram Governor Kummanam 

Rajasekharan has stepped down from his 

post. Governor of Assam, Prof. Jagdish 

Mukhi, has been given temporary charge of 

the Aizawl Raj Bhavan. Mr. Rajasekharan, 

who was former State president of the BJP in 

Kerala, had been sworn in as Governor of 

Mizoram in May 2018. 

Q) Name the Union Minister who launched 

the e-Dharti app, recently.(e-Dharti app న 

ద్ారేంభేంచిన కేంద్ర మేంద్ి ఎవరు) 

A. Dharmendra Pradhan 

B. Narendra Singh Tomar 

C. Hardeep Singh Puri 

D. Prakash Javdekar   

Answer: Option C 

Explanation: 

Housing and Urban Affairs Minister Hardeep 

Singh Puri has launched e-Dharti app where 

all the three modules- Conversion, 

Substitution and Mutation related to 

properties have been made online. The 

payment system in Land and Development 

Office, L&DO has also been completely 

digitized. The public can now submit their 

applications online by visiting the L&DO 

website and are not required to visit this 

office for submission of them and for follow 

up of their applications. Mr Puri also 

launched e-Dharti GeoPortal, through which 

the lessee of the property will be able to see 

the basic details of property along with map 

showing its location. 



 

 

Q) India and this country agreed to identify 

sectors of mutual interest to promote 

bilateral investment.(ద్వవ ాక్షిక 

పెట్టరబడులన ద్ోత్స హేంచటానిర 

భారత్దేశేం మరియు ఈ దేశేం రరస్ప ర 

ఆస్ర ిరేంగాలు గురిేించడానిర 

అేంగీకరిేంచాయి.) 

A. Mexico 

B. Argentina 

C. Colombia 

D. Paraguay 

Answer: Option D 

Explanation: 

India and Paraguay have agreed to identify 

sectors of mutual interest to promote 

bilateral investment and decided to explore 

new areas of collaboration, including 

Information and Communication Technology 

and space and biotechnology. The decisions 

were taken as Vice President Venkaiah Naidu 

visited the country. He is the highest-level 

representative of India to visit Paraguay 

since the establishment of diplomatic 

relations between the two countries in 1961. 

Q) whichcamong the following ountry tops in 

the list that offers world's cheapest mobile 

data packs(ఈ దేశేం ద్రరేంచేంలోని 

చౌకైన మొబైల్ డేటా ాా క లన అేందిేంచే 

జాబితాలో అద్గసా్థనేంలో ఉేంది) 

A. India 

B. Finland 

C. Kyrgyzstan 

D. America   

Answer: Option A 

Explanation: 

While India (USD 0.26) topped the scale of 

cheap mobile data, Kyrgyzstan (USD 0.27), 

Kazakstan (USD 0.49), Ukraine (USD 0.5A) 

and Rwanda (USD 0.56) completed the top 

five countries offering the cheapest data 

packs. Price comparison site Cable.co.uk 

found that 1 gigabyte (GB) of data cost USD 

0.26 in India, compared to USD 6.66 in the 

UK. The US had one of the most expensive 

rates, with an average cost of USD 12.37 for 

the same amount of data. The cheapest 

mobile data in Western Europe was found in 

Finland with an average price of USD 1.16 for 

1GB of data. In Eastern Europe, Poland is the 

cheapest at USD 1.32 per GB, followed by 

Romania (USD 1.89) and Slovenia (USD 2.2A). 

Q) Who presented the highest civilian honor 

for women in India, Nari Shakti Puraskar 

2018 in New Delhi?(భారత్దేశేంలో 

మహళలకు అత్యా నన త్ పౌర 

పురస్థక రేం అయిన నారి శర ిపురస్థక రేం 

2018 న నా్య ఢిల్లల లో ఎవరు ద్రధానేం 

చేశారు?) 

A. Shri Ram Nath Kovind 

B. Shri Venkaiah Naidu 

C. Shri Narendra Modi  

D. Smt Nirmala Sitharaman 

Answer: Option A 

Explanation: 

International Women's Day is being 

observed on 08th March. Governments, 

NGOs and other organisations across the 

world observe the day on the 8th of March 

every year to highlight the achievements of 

women. The theme for this year's women's 

day is 'Think Equal, Build Smart, Innovate for 

Change'. The purpose of the theme is to 

achieve gender equality by putting 

innovation by women and girls, for women 



 

 

and girls, at the heart of efforts. President 

Ram Nath Kovind will present the highest 

civilian honor for women in India, Nari Shakti 

Puraskar 2018 in New Delhi. This year, 44 

awardees have been selected for these 

Puraskar. 

Q) What was the theme of 2019 

International Women's Day?(2019 

అేంత్రాాతీయ మహళా దినోత్స వేం 

ఇివృతి్ేం ఏమిటి?) 

A. Women in the Changing World of 

Work: Planet 50-50 by 2030 

B. Balance for Better 

C. Think equal, build smart, innovate 

for change 

D. Empowering Women, Empowering 

Humanity: Picture it  

Answer : B 

* Every year, March 8 is observed as 

International Women's Day to celebrate the 

social, economic, cultural and political 

achievements of women. 

* In 1908, around 15,000 women marched 

through New York City demanding shorter 

working hours, better pay and the right to 

vote. 

* The first IWD was celebrated in 1911 when 

over a million people gathered in Austria, 

Denmark, Germany and Switzerland. 

* In 1917, a mass agitation "For Bread and 

Peace" in Russia led to the abdication of Czar 

Nicholas II and also granted women the right 

to vote. 

* The United Nations adopted the 

International Women's Day in 1975. 

* Every year, an official theme is adopted to 

celebrate the IWD. 

* This year's theme of the International 

Women's Day is “Balance for Better”, which 

advocates the need of a gender-balanced 

society. 

* Historically, purple, green and white are 

colours associated with IWD. 

* Purple signifies justice and dignity. Green 

symbolises hope. White represents purity. 

(However, white has become obsolete as 

associating "purity" with women is a 

controversial concept) 

* "Think Equal, Build Smart, Innovate for 

Change," read this year's statement of UN. 

Q) Who has become the official partner of 

VIVO IPL 2019?(వివో ఐపీఎల్ 2019 

అధికారిక భాగస్థవ మి ఎవరు?) 

A. Ashok Leyland 

B. Tata Motors 

C. Hyundai 

D. TCS 

Answer: Option B 

Explanation: 

Vivo Indian Premier League (IPL) 2019's 

official partner, TATA Motors, will promote 

its newly-launched SUV, Harrier, as its lead 

brand at the event and showcase the SUV by 

means of the IPL platform. The highest 

batting strike rate will win the Harrier Super 

Striker Award in every match and for the 

season. 

Q) Who among the following has been 

appointed as the Goodwill Ambassador by 

UNDP?(UNDP చేత్ గుడ్వవ ల్ అేంబాసడరాా 

ద్రేందివాటిలో ఎవరు 

నియమిేంచబడాారు?) 

A. Hilaria Baldwin 



 

 

B. Lakshmi 

C. Padma Lakshmi 

D. Dhana Lakshmi   

Answer: Option C 

Explanation: 

Indian-American television personality and 

food expert Padma Lakshmi has been 

appointed by the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) as its 

newest Goodwill Ambassador, supporting 

the agency's fight against inequality and 

discrimination around the world. 

Q) Who has been appointed as the next 

ambassador of India to Saudi Arabia?(సౌదీ 

అరేబియాకు భారత్దేశేం యొకక  

త్దురరి రాయబారిగా ఎవరు 

నియమిత్యలయాా రు?) 

A. Ruchi Ghanashyam 

B. Ausaf Sayeed 

C. Ruchi Ghanashyam 

D. Nagma Mallick 

Answer: Option B 

Explanation: 

Dr. Ausaf Sayeed, presently High 

Commissioner of India to the Republic of 

Seychelles, has been appointed as the next 

ambassador of India to Saudi Arabia. The 

Indian Foreign Service officer of the 1989 

batch, Sayeed will succeed Ahmad Javed, 

who had been serving as envoy to Saudi 

Arabia since December 2015. 

Q) Olympic Council of Asia decided to invite 

which of the following region to compete in 

2022 Asian Games for the first time?(2022 

ఆసయా ద్ీడలలో మొరటిస్థరి 

ాలా్గనటానిర ఆసయా ఒలేంపిక్ కౌనిస ల్ 

ఇటీవల ఈ ద్రేంది వానిలో ఏ ద్ాేంతానిన  

ఆహ్వవ నిేంచిేంది?) 

A. North America 

B. Oceania 

C. Europe   

D. Antarctica   

Answer: Option B 

Explanation: 

Olympic Council of Asia decided to invite 

Oceania Nations to compete in 2022 Asian 

Games for the first time after a meeting held 

in Bangkok. Oceania Nations which includes 

Australia, New Zealand and a swathe of 

Pacific islands will compete in to Volleyball, 

beach volleyball, basketball, football, 

swimming and track cycling events.Asian 

Games includes 35 sports with more than 

10,000 athletes and it is second only to 

Olympics as a global multi-sport event. 

Q) Which of the following statements is/are 

correct about National Green Tribunal 

(NGT)?(ఈ ద్రేంది ద్రకటనలలో ఏది 

జాతీయ ద్గీన్ ద్టిబ్యా నల్ (ఎనిటాి) 

గురిేంచి స్రైనది?) 

1. Establishment of NGT made National 

Environment Appellate Authority 

defunct.(నే్నల్ ద్గీన్ ద్టిబ్యా నల్ 

ఏరాప ట్ట చేయడేం కారణేంగా 

ఎనివ రాన్మ ేంట్ అపెప లేట్ అథారిటీని 

అమలోల ర తెచిచ ేంది.) 

2. Hyderabad  is one of the place of sitting of 

Tribunal.(Hyderabad  ద్టిబ్యా నల్ ఉనన  

ద్రదేశేంలో ఒకటి.) 

a. Only 1 

b. Only 2 



 

 

c. Both 

d. None of the above  

ANSWER: Only 1 

Explanation:  

- National Green Tribunal (NGT) became 

operational with Justice Lokeshwar Singh as 

first Chairman in 2010. 

- Currently it is chaired by Hon'ble Mr. Justice 

Adarsh Kumar Goel. 

- NGT was established by National Green 

Tribunal Act 2010. 

- The five places of sitting of Tribunal are at 

Delhi, Bhopal, Pune, Kolkata and Chennai. 

Q) Union Cabinet approved the construction 

of Kiru Hydroelectric Project (624MW) in 

which of the following state with an 

estimated cost of Rs.4287.59 crore?(రరు 

హైద్ో ఎలష్టర రక్ ద్ాజెక్ ర (624MW) 

నిరామ ణానిన  కేంద్ర మేంద్ివరేాం 

ఆమోదిేంచిేంది, దీని నిరామ ణానిర 4287.59 

కోటల అేంచనా వేయబడ్వేంది. అయితే 

దీనిన  ఈ రాష్ట్రేంలో నిరిమ సి్తనాన రు?) 

1) Maharashtra 

2) West Bengal 

3) Jammu and Kashmir 

4) Odisha 

Answer – 3) Jammu and Kashmir 

Explanation: 

Cabinet approved the Investment in 

construction of Kiru Hydroelectric Project 

(624MW) by M/s Chenab Valley Power 

Projects Private Limited (M/s CVPPL) in 

Jammu and Kashmir with an estimated cost 

of Rs.4287.59 crore. 

Q)Union Cabinet has approved the proposal 

for creation of the Post of Technical member 

in which of the following statutory body?(ఈ 

ద్రేంది శాస్నస్భలో టెరన కల్ స్భుా ని 

ోస్తరన  రూపేందిేంచడానిర 

ద్రిారనన యూనియన్ కబిన్ట్ 

ఆమోదిేంచిేంది?) 

1) National Human Rights Commission 

2) National Commission for Backward Classes 

3) Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) 

4) National Law Commission   

Answer – 3) Securities Appellate Tribunal 

(SAT) 

Explanation: 

Cabinet has approved the proposal for 

creation of the Post of Technical member in 

Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT), Mumbai 

which will facilitate creation of an additional 

bench in SAT for speedy disposal of appeals. 

Q) Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi, approved the MoU between 

India and which of the following country on 

Cancer Research Initiative?(ద్రధానమేంద్ి 

నరేేంద్రమోడీ అధా్ క్షత్న కేంద్ర 

మేంద్ివరేాం, భారత్దేశేం మరియు 

కాా నస ర్ రీసెర్చ  ఇనిషియేటివోల  ద్రేంది 

దేశానిర చేందిన దేశాల మధా్  ఆమోరేం 

పేందిేంది?) 

1) Germany 

2) United Kingdom (UK)   

3) Austria 

4) Belarus 

Answer – 2) United Kingdom (UK)   

Explanation: 



 

 

The Union Cabinet approved the MoU 

between India and U.K. on Cancer Research 

Initiative which was signed on 14th 

November 2018.It will identify a core set of 

research challenges that address issues of 

affordability, prevention and care of cancer 

by bringing together leading Indian and UK 

experts across clinical research, demographic 

research, new technologies and physical 

sciences. The initiative will provide funding 

to develop new research alliances and 

undertake impactful research to enable 

significant progress against cancer outcomes. 

Over the period of 5 years, the total research 

funding for the Initiative shall be £10 million 

(approx. Rs. 90 crores) in which Cancer 

Research UK (CRUK)’s will be funding £5 

million (approx. Rs. 45 crores) and India’s 

Department of Biotechnology (DBT) will fund 

the remaining £5 million. 

Q) During state visit to Tamil Nadu,Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi,renamed Chennai 

Central Railway Station after which of the 

following leader?(త్మిళనాడు రాష్ట్ర 

రరా టన స్ేంరరభ ేంగా ద్రధాని 

నరేేంద్రమోడీ, చన్నన  సెేంద్టల్ రైలేవ  

స్ట ర్ న్ పేరున ఈ ద్రేంది వానిలో ఏ 

నాయకుడ్వ పేరు గా మారాచ రు?) 

1) J.Jayalalitha 

2) Kamarajar 

3) MG Ramachandran 

4) Karunanidhi 

Answer – 3) MG Ramachandran 

Explanation: 

PM Modi launched various National Highway 

projects, including the foundation stone for 

the four laning of NH-45C from Vikravandi to 

Thanjavur and the six laning of Karaipettai – 

Walajapet section of NH-4. He dedicated the 

5 MMTPA capacity Ennore LNG Terminal to 

the nation. The Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 

terminal will help in meeting the LNG 

demand in Tamil Nadu and neighboring 

states. He also dedicated the electrification 

of Erode-Karur-Tiruchchirapalli and Salem-

Karur-Dindigul railway lines to the nation. He 

announced that the Chennai Central Railway 

Station would be renamed after former 

Tamil Nadu Chief Minister MG 

Ramachandran. He also unveiled the statue 

of Dr. MG Ramachandran at Dr. MGR Janaki 

College of Arts & Science for Women, 

Chennai through video link. 

Q) Organisation for Economic Co-operation & 

Development (OECD) forecast the global 

economy growth rate as ______% in 

2019?(ఆరనా్నజే్న్ ఫర్ ఎకనామిక్ కో-

ఆరరే్న్ అేండ్ డెవలపెమ ేంట్ (OECD) 

2019 లో ద్రరేంచ ఆరికా వృదిి రేట్ట 

______% గా అేంచనా వేసేంది?) 

1) 3.4% 

2) 3% 

3) 3.5% 

4) 3.3%  

Answer – 4) 3.3% 

Explanation: 

The Organisation for Economic Co-Operation 

& Development (OECD) has cut the forecasts 

for the global economy in 2019 and 2020, 

owing to trade disputes and uncertainty over 

Brexit that would largely affect the world 

commerce and businesses.The interim 

outlook report by OECD predicts the growth 

rate of 3.3% for 2019 and 3.4% for 2020, 

which is 0.2% and 0.1% lesser respectively as 

compared to the November 2018 

forecasts,The forecasted growth rate for 

Germany in 2019 is 0.7%, down from 



 

 

previous 1.6%. A growth rate of 1.1% is 

expected for 2020.Personal income in USA 

had fallen for the first time in more than 

three years in January while consumer 

spending dropped the most since 2009 in 

December. 

Q) Who was appointed as the Chief Scientist 

of the World Health Organisation 

(WHO)?(ద్రరేంచ ఆరోగా  స్ేంసా్ (WHO) 

యొకక  ద్రధాన శాష్టస్విేతి్గా ఎవరు 

నియమిత్యలయాా రు?) 

1) Soumya Swaminathan 

2) Assad Hafeez 

3) Saleh Banoita Tourab 

4) Alejandro Svarch  

Answer – 1) Soumya Swaminathan 

Explanation: 

Soumya Swaminathan who is currently a 

Deputy Director-General of the World Health 

Organisation (WHO) has been appointed as 

the Chief Scientist of the World Health 

Organisation (WHO). She used to be one of 

the 3 Deputy Director-General assisting 

Director-General Tedros Adhanom 

Ghebreyesus.The Chief Scientist is a newly 

created position and division.This new 

division is the Department of Digital Health, 

in the Division of the Chief Scientist. She will 

oversee the digital work and help the 

department in assessing digital technologies, 

and help countries in deciding as to how to 

to prioritise, integrate and regulate them. 

Q) Who became the 61st Chess Grandmaster 

of India?(భారత్దేశేం యొకక  61 వ చస్ 

ద్గాేండామ స్రర్ ఎవరు?) 

1) Abhijeet Gupta 

2) Viswanath Anand 

3) Krishnan Sasikiran 

4) Iniyan Panneerselvam 

  

Answer – 4) Iniyan Panneerselvam 

Explanation: 

16-year-old Iniyan Panneerselvam from 

Erode, Tamil Nadu, won at the Noisiel Open 

in France by defeating GM (Grand Master) 

Sergey Fedorchuk of Ukraine in the sixth 

round and became the 61st Grandmaster for 

India crossing 2500 points in ELO 

ratings.India’s first Chess Grandmaster 

Viswanathan Anand congratulated him on 

his achievement via Twitter. 

 


